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Abstract

Arguments are presented favouring the idee that multiquark

bage do exist in nuclei* Suoh hypothesis makes possible to

reveal the relationship among three different scopes of pheno-

aenai deep inelastic scattering of leptons by nuolei, large q

behaTiour of the fora factors of light nuolei and yield of oumu-

latire protons*
4
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1* Introduction

The recent measurements of the ratio R of the structure

function of iron and that of the deuteron^at * < "ihave shown

that H noticeably differs from unity decreasing from 1*15 at

x » 0«05 to ~ 0*85 at z • 0.65. This unexpected result seema to

imply that a nucleus ie not identic?! to a system of sing] e nuo-

leona. The EMC effect «--Iwas qualitatively elucidated in ref.LJ

in the framework of the bag model i the modification of the struc-

ture function is a consequence of quarks being collectivized

in six-quark bags* It ie natural to expect that in nuclei besi-

des 6q-baga the 9q-» 12q-bars or even more heavy ones exist. The

existence of 3n (n» 2) quark bags in nuclei is discussed in lite-

rature for a long timeL^J. The estimates of the multiquark. states

admixture in nuclei differing from one author to the other they

are unanimous in stating that this admixture is not negligible.

Even in such a loose nucleus as the deuteron the admixture of a

six-quark bag can f .mount to 5-10#»

The important hint at the possible tunneling of quarks bet-

ween nucleons follows fron QCD. Indeed, the QCD sum rules give

small value of the parameter Ы t K t 100 aeV«Al . It implies that

the confinement range г • Л/к exceeds the average lnternucleon

distance in nuclei (note that the value of r
c
~ 2 fm is close to

the dimensions of the c4 --article).

We present here the arguments favouring the idea that aulti-

quark bags do exist in nuclei and basing on this hypothesis we

reveal th» relationship among differente experimenter deep tnelab
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tic scattering of сахапя on nuclei, measurements of the form fac-

tore of light nuclei end yields of cumulative protons.

2. Momentum distribution of quarks in a multiquark bag

The distribution function of quarks in 3- and 6-quark bags

«as theoretically treated by JaffeL*"-!. It is worth noting that

the model of free quarks confined in a spherical cavity (MIT bag

model I--») should be considered only as a rough approximation of

the real quark momentum distribution* There are at least two ef-

fects which are the reason for the quark distribution inside the

bag to drastically differ from the one predicted by the MIT bag

nodel» First of all it is the anearing of the bag boundaries*

She second effect is the interaction of quarks and the emission

of gluona and quark-antiquarfc pairs (evolution of the distribu-

tion function)» As a result some equilibrium state is establis-

hed In the bag.

For very large number of quarks, antiquaries and gluons con-

fined in a finite volume of the bag the methods of the statisti-

cal phys-.se seem to be applicable. Assuming that quarks end anti-

quarks behave themselves as a degenerate Fermi-gas, while gluons

obey the laws of the degenerate Bose-gas one can write their mo-

mentum distribution reading

for quarks and antiquarks an 1

for gluons. Such assumption corresponds to the low-temperature
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approximation. Рог our consideration only high-energy "tails" of

distributions at 4|
Ь
-*4

#
'У>Т cure of importance; for such ener-

gies we get

tu
K
 ~ e

Having ia ssind the analogy to the statistical physios we as-

sume that the momentum distrlbutioa of u- and d-valence quarks is

nucleoos and aultiquark cluster? for 1c •*> k
Q
 are siren by

(D

As we shall see below the parameterization Ci) agrees rather well

with the experimental data, the characteristic -ralue of k« being

60-120 UeT* The pareaeter k
Q
 eon in principle be different for

different bags*

Functions 4 >
л
д which et к 4 k

Q
 шеял to depend an к

.not in the exponential nanner prescribed by Sq. M ) are nora&lls«d

ae follows

The noraalisation constant С in Bq,(2) should correepond to the

SUB rules for the *
2
(x). structure function following "rox the ao-

mentum oonaerration» We etreeSf hower^r, that the results obtai-

ned below base on tiie as8>Jaption (1) only while the beharicur of

4 *
U
4 (J*\ for к £ kg and the specific -value of С are quite

inessential. We assuae also that the moaentun distribution» of

u- and d-quark* in aultlquarit bags ar« the same. Sot* that these

distributions in nudeons are quite difi-erent^J» Sils phomaeenon

being due nalnly to the thresltold behariour of 4 »
M
 and A» 4 at
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I, the difference between u- and d-quarks distributions in

the nultiquark bag where the kinematical boundary is much further

seems to be less significant.

It is convenient for our considerations to introduce the

light cone variables U.^ and ){ . '2he momentum k. in the bag

rest frame is expressed for massless quarks in terms of these va-

riables as follows

'_ Г Л*1 . . l Г2 ^i>vl
(3)

where tig and p, are the mass and the transversal momentum of

the bag respectively. The variable 4 in Eq.(3) denotes the frac

tion of the bag momentum taken away by a quark in the infinite-

momentum frame (IMP), hence it ranges from 0 to 1. It ii conveni-

ent also to use alongside with % the variable x
3
 * B-x v&ere

В is the atomic weight of the multiquark bag. The condition

x
B
> n (n » 1,2, «•«) corresponds then to the repion kinematical-

ly forbidden for scattering on a 3nq-bag.

Ihe bag structure function P^gCx) is expressed in terms of

quark distributions

(4)

At present there is only one experiment where the nucleus ( C)

structure function is measured in the range 0.7 £ X-Q 4 1.5*" .

iJhe structure function Vk-FpAx) can be parameterized with good

accuracy by the exponential dependence upon x™ t

P2A " P2A"

It should be noted, however, that the exponential parameterizeti-
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on of quark distribution (1) is invalid for * close to the

* unity because tbe threshold behaviour becomes important • We em-

phasize that 2qs*(i)
t
(3),(4) were used for describing tho contri-

bution of valence quarks only. We do not consider here the cont-

ribution of "sea
K
 quarks and antiquarks important when describing

the region of тегу small X • It should be noted also that due to

the x < 1 condition the normalisation relation (2) must be modi-

fied by multiplying the mtegranl by the factor &(\ - J ^ D ^ M

However, such modification of the normalization condition is qui-

te inessential for xn iltiquark bags (.U^y> 2k.
Q
) and hereafter we

shall disregard it» In fact our main dynamical assumption consists

in using the independent particle model for the wave function of

a mult 1 quark bag in the IMP, the single*particle dietriout ions

being determined by Kqs.(i),(3)«' Making use of Bq.(4) we get that

the parameter k
Q
 entering into the momentum distribution of quarks

.in the bag is equal to

k
Q
 - (57 ± 4) MeT " . (6)

3« Porm factors of light nuclei

Let us consider the form factors of light nuclei for large

momentum transfers assuming that at large Q
2
 they are dominated

t/ an admixture of multiquark bags» Utilizing the formalism deve-

loped on refsvl-
8
*3<iwe obtain the charge forafactor of the bag in

the form

<*>) = Щ e; J
where



and e. denotes the charge of the i-th quark. The quarks in the

bag were assumed in deriving Bq.(7) to be independent particles.

The explicite expression for the charge form factor reads

* {* e
where Z^ is the charge of the bag and ̂  = 1 + q̂ _ /4ti|

The integral (7) being-calculated by the steepest descent

method, the saddle point corresponds to X
o
 - 3t. ft

 /2
-

We shall use the form factor (9) in the kinematical region, where

x
Q
 is not large thu3 justifyixig the threshold behaviour of struc-

ture functions being neglected. Hote that if the quark-counting

rules are used for the quark distributions «Ф (y\»-(L-V\ €- kJrvu-

where )V is the number of quarks in the bag the forrafactor

of the latter will read ^(-cs\^(X-'<\ £_ "« ?or xQ-v 1 this

expression reproduces the //ell-known result of dimensional coun-

ting. However, this limit is achieved for q^-^.2Mg only, i.e.

in the region far beyond the possibilities of present experiments.

Eq.(9) predicts the exponential fall-off of the form factor

with q . in the region q x « 2Mg. Parameterization similar to

(9) was used ±n«-"Jto describe the deuteron form factor at

q ^ 1 GeV2 . It should be noted, however, that Eqs.(7),(9)

control the rats of the form factor fall-off in the region

qjjf? ko» la order to determinate the admixture of the 6q-bag in

the deuteron the form of the distribution (1) for small к £ kQ is

also necessary. So using the data on the form factor fall-off at
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it Is Impossible to determine the admixture ot the six-

quark bag without making additional assumptions.

The experimental dependence of He and Tie charge formfac-

tors upon the momentum transfer can be divided into two parts*

In the one lying to the left from the first diffraction maximum

it has a gaussian-like form corresponding to the interaction

of the virtual photon with a single nucleon. At larger momentum

transfers the regime of the fall--off changes and it is descri-

bed well by «he following expression (see Piga.1 and 2)

where the parameters A. and ^ are equal to

3
He a - 3.0 b - 1.53 Л» 0 Л < q

2
 < 4 GeY

2
 ( n

a
)

(experimental data are taken from ref.fjoj)

*He a * 4.61 Ь » 1.65 fm 0,8 < q
2
 < 1.8 GeY

2
 (11b)

(data are taken from ref• £ioj viz. also \\~\\)

So it is natural to expect that the formfactor of the nucle»

us in the qA/lc0^> 1 region is controlled by the admixture of a

multiquark bag '

where Pg is the admixture of the 6q-bag la the deuteron, 9q-

bag in the -̂ Ke and 12q-bag in the *He respectively»

Ihe slope i is related with k Q by kQ « Vb . Thua for the

•'He and % e form factors we obtain k Q • 64.4 and 59.7 UeV res-

pectively in good agreement with Bq.(6), O!his result shows

that in the deep inelastic scattering of leptons on the 1 2C

nucleus in the cumulative region 9q- and/or 12q-bage effective-
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ly operate* Xhua we are able to determine the parameters of the

quark distribution In the multiquark bag from the data on form

factors» They will be used later for the analysis of the cumu-

lative production of protons and the behaviour of the nucleus

structure function in ths cumulative region»

3» Cumulative proton.

From the point of view of bag models production of cumulati-

ve particles la a result of the projectile interaction with a

multiquark bag» In the present paper we confine ourselves by

the analysis of the cumulative proton spectra» The momentum

distribution of the spectator-nucleon is given by the overlap

integral of the quark wave function in the nucleon 4 \ and in

the multiquark bag

where ©t» is the fraction of the bag momentum taken away by

the nuoleon in the SIP. p Is the transverse momentum of the

nneleon» z.,
 o
 , and q .

 1 o
 , are the variables of the nucleon

valenoa quarke. | з^, q,
 n
\ n > 3 denotes the variables

of other quarks in the bag and dtT,^ is their phase space»

. '• •. It is convenient to introduce also otfc=- best with

o<^ ranging from 0 to B» She variable ct& ^
 tiie

 nucleus

rest frsrae reads
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Ihe measured in the experiment yield of protons is related

to ^ii by

\

Using the model of independent particles and the parameteri-

zation of the quark wave function in the nucleona and in the

uultiquark bag according to Eqs.(i),(3) we obtain

Рог the derivation of Eq.(l3) we have made advantage of the

nucleon structure function FgCx) in the 0.1 £. x ( 0.6*- J

being parameterizable in the exponential form F-(x)*» e " 8 ^

with ад » 3.7 - 4,2.

The structure function (5) enables us to determine the para-

meters of the quark wave function in the bag O
L
^ ^ ~ <X di^

giving Og/B » a» '

Let us begin by considering the yield of cumulative protons

backward tp
x
 = 0 ) . 2he spectrum of cumulative protons has then

the x'orm

where for notational brevity we have introduced

Ihe experimental data on the yield of cumulative protons in
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the 1*5 4 с&ь & 3 range are described fairly *rell by the expo-

nential dependence

with r. * 120 MeV. Any etrueturee being absqnt an the ezperi-

iMctal ocurre for \ in the above mentioned range of Q L we

oan conclude that the dominant contribution to the production

of cumulative proton* comes from the ЗВ-quark bags with В "̂  4.

Up to "She slowly varying factor dk. from the comparison of

( H ) aad (15) the equality follows

aj/B • e, *• 1/w
Q

holding fairly well within the errors izi the detersination of

. slopest

Ay/B - 1 ± 0.05 ( B ^ 4) I a • 8.2 + 0.5

1/w
n
 » 8.3 i 0*8

So the fflultiqUark bag model provides the self-consistent

description of the form factors of light nuclei» deep inelau-

tic scattering of Jeptons on nuclei in the Xg *> 1 region and

the yield of cumulative'protons»

We proceed now to the description of the »np
i
'
1<
"' dependence

of the cumulative proton production. Sq.(i3) for 0 changing

fro» 180° to 90° gives the results disagreeing with the experi-

mmtal data »• и • This issue seems to be quite natural because

emulative protons can acquire transverse momentum due to re-

scattering on the colliding particle. Per the non-coherent case

the rescattering mechanism con be presented as follows
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where M is the effective amplitude for the interaction of the

projectile with the cumulative proton. It is reasonable to re-

late the p dependence of \ll\ to the distrubution of protons

in the proton-nucleus interaction over the transverse momentum.

This dependence reads L-D

|м(р
х
)|

 2

 ы
 e-^x

with b •--• 3-6 G e V "
1
.

Taking into account, that \Щ decreases with q growing

more slowly that f we get

*p

Because possible formation of cascade makes the Interaction

. of the projectile with a nucleus very involved we shall consi-

der % and the relative contribution of the spectator and the

rescatteriEg mechanisms as fitting parameters. The yield of cu-

mulative protons then reads

'xhe form of the ct^ distributions for a number of produc-

tior angles which follows from 5q.(i9) is compered in Fig.3

to the experimental data <- J » Gne can see that the theoretical

cross section (19) agrees well witii the experiment.
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5» Structure function of nucleus

in the cumulative region

Let ue consider predictions for the structure function of

nucleus ic the cumulative region following from the considered

model of the nultiquark bag.

Accounting for the admixture of aultiquark bags we can write

the structure function of nucleus as follows

where we have introduced the notations

w
*

?
2B

( x
B

)

о 0

and w.. being fox the structure function of the i-th bag

and ita admixture in the nucleus respectively. Existing expe-

rimental data •£» show that for x 4 0.7

U ) « e"1*4* (21)

Bear the threshold vahere Xg-> В *2Bi^
x
B^ ~ ^

X
B ~ Ю

where К • 3B - 1. Far from the threshold the exponential para»

meterisation can be used* !£дэ .ratio of the structure function

of the bag and that of the proton reads then

(22)

(the factor (kg-t/k
p
)"

1
 appears in (22) because of the nonaali-.

zation condition (2)). Having in zaincl comparison to the experi

mental data on the ratio" of Fe and D structure functions L
1
»

1
 J
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let us consider the behaviour ox R - 2/56 ?
2
(Pe)/?

2
(D) aa a

function of the Xj variable» Analysis of the cumulative protons

yield at ol^< 4 presented above has shown that the production

of cumulative protons seems to be dominated by the contribution

of the 12q- or more heavy bags»

V/e consider now S vs Xg in the 0,3 i Xj ̂  2 range* It is rea-

sonable to expect that the probability of the multiquark bag

formation in the Fe nucleus exceeds that of the 6q-bag in the

deuteron. Then the ratio R differs at the expe; meat from the

1 mainly ue to the admixture of the multiquark bags in the

fe nucleus. Using the parameters a • ̂ / ^ *
 8
»

2
 (вез Eq.(5))

and 3JJ « mjj/k - 4 which were determined earlier re obtain

(кд/кр)"
1
 - 2 + 0.12 (23)

Hereafter we shall assume that the admixture of the 12q-bag

in the Pe nucleus significantly exceeds that of the 6q- or 9q-

tv.ga (this a3aumption agrees well with the data on the yield

of cumulative protons - see Sect.4).

According to the experimental data IJ at Xg < 0.65

R - a + b-x (24)

where a « 1.16 + 0.01; b • -0*52 ± 0.04 (stet,) + 0*21 (syet.).

Assaing. the ratio k(6q)/ki^irq) to be close to the unity

we obcain that the experimental values (24) are described well

by the expression <

(25)

where V^g - <Pg • * 2 n ^
 w i t b
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w « 0.16 + 0.6-Wg (26)

(the experimental data are reproduced by Eqs,
r
(25) ,(26) within

the t 3OS6 accuracy) .

If the admixture of the 6q-bag In the deuteron Wg < 10%L
3
»

then the admixture of the 12q- (or more heavy bag) In the Pe

nucleus is equal to

W * ( 1 7 + 6)% (27)

We proceed now to the consideration of the R behaviour In

the 1 < Xg < 2 region. Here the nucleon structure function is

equal to zero so that

fi - w/wg- V
P
6 q

 ( 2 8 )

Hote from the very beginning that for x
fi
-* 2 the ratio S will

tend to infinity due to vanishing of the denimlnator» However

for Xg < 2 the form of the R(xg) function will depend crucial-

ly on the rate of the 12q-bag structure function fall-off and

that of the 6q-bag» Let us consider the characteristic cases:

a) he P-D structure function fall with x
fi
 increasing much

more rapidly than the 6q-bag structure function does» Then for

Xg > 1 where the nucleon structure function is already zero

the ratio S vanishes in contradiction to the experimental data

)

b) The relation (k(i2q)/k(6q))*"
1
 . { г а 1.26 holds ̂

2
J

C
 In

such case we obtain nontr'vial dependence of R upon x
B
. Substi-

tuting the values ^f kg and kg into Eq.(28) and using the va-

lue of *J* from (27) we find that for the admixture of the

6q-bag in tfc# ̂ «uteron equal to Wg « 2*5% the ratio В at
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Xg » 1 equals

R « 1.8 + 0.7

with the further increase of Xg the ratio R falls and becomes

less than unity achieving minimum at Xg 1*5-1.6,

c) The Pg structure function depends upon the Xg in the sa-

me tray as ?/- does. Such situation will occur provided that the

6q-bage are formed mainly in the nucleus. Such case is discussed

Piel

in detail in ref .*-•*. For X g > 1 the plateau is expected cor-

responding to R *
 W
/

W
6 * ^

e
 specific value of R depends crucial-

ly on Wg; e.g. for wg • 0.10 R is equal to 1.7 while for Wg •

• 0*02 it amount to R 5e 7» Such regime is analogous also to
fiql

the predictions of the two-nucleon correlation model
 w
< * •

d) The F_ structure function falls with the increase of r^

more.slowly than Sg • In this case the ratio R will increase

with Xg growing. Such regime seems to be realized in the expe-

riment. Let us make изе of the data on the structure function

of the deuteron on the cumulative region 0.9 < x
B
 < 1.4 from

ref .*- °J . They are parameterized as follows

P
2 D
 . 4.5.1O-

2
(VXB - O.S)

6
^

0
'

5
 (29)

(note th$t if the data of ref.*» Jare parameterized in the ex-

ponential form (1) the kg parameter proves to be equal to

mn/kg, • 1 0 + 2 ) . Using the structure function of the С nuc-

leua'-'J equal in the multiquark bag model to
 1
/A- У ^ "

 w
* ̂ g

(see Eq.(20) with F^ ° 0} we immediately get that for Xg a 1

R • 2.3 • 6.5 (30)

With Xg increasing further the ratio R rapidly grows amounting

to 15 • 60 at Xg • 1.4. The data»- J showing the increase of
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the cumulative plena yield with Xg growing indicate indirectly

on the rapid growth of R In the cumulative region.

Calculated values of R (Sq.(25)) with the structure functi-

on parameterized aa in £qs.(21),(22) are compared la ?ig*4 to

the experimental data I?»1 J. The qualitative behaviour of R

in a. more broad range of xfl is shown in Pig.5.

Conclusion

The concept of mult1quark; bags in nuclei enabled us to re-

veal the relationships among different processes such as deep

inelastic scattering of leptons on nuclei, form factors of light

nuclei end the yield of cumulative protons. It should be noted

that the form factors of light nuclei were already discussed
Г
22
"\

In bag models'- -I. Нот/ever the behaviour of form factors was

considered from the point of view of quark courting rules

which were shown above to be ̂ inapplicable at the available

Q
2 •£, 1 GeV2 .

In ref• * J the hypotesis was suggested that a relationship

exists between the cumulative effect and the deep inelastic

scattering of leptons by nuclei* The multiquark bag model.we

have considered in the present paper is just the dynamical rea-

lization of this hypothesis* It is worth emphasizing that the

invariant function of cumulative production in our model depends

on both the structure function of the bag and that of the pro-

duced hadron. It implies on one hand that provided the structu-

re function of the nucleus is known one can determine the struc-

ture function of nucleon resonance. E.g. starting from the «pee-

tra of cumulative protons and neutrons one can determine the



distributions of u- and d-quarks in the nultiquark bag. These

dis^ribuLions being available tie structure functions of & -

isobar^ can be extraxtsd froze the experimental date on the cu-
v

mulaiive production of these particles. On the other hand the

properties of nultiquark clusters in nuclei can be investiga-

ted provided the structure functions of cumulative particles

are known. Finally, the model we have considered jcakes possible

to calculate the cumulative spectra of meoons end strenge par-

ticles» The latter depend generally on the properties of sea

quarjc distributions* All these items «ill be considered in more

detail elsewhere*

Ihe authors are indebted to V.B.Gavrilov, V.B.Kopeliovich,

G.A.Leksin end Yu.A.Simonov for helpful discussions*
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Pig.4* Comparison of the experimental data on RJ-» Jwith

the calculations (Bq.(25)) for the probability of tLd 12q-bag

admixture in the ?e nucleus w • 0.17* Filled circles are for

the experimental data of ref•*>Ц empty ones arc for the data

of ref. &3
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